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1. Introduction

Scattering theory is the study of a physical system on time scales that are large compared

to the scale of interactions taking place within the system. Often, one has in mind two sets of

dynamics acting on a sytem - a free dynamics which is easy to solve, and an interacting dy-

namics which is more difficult. An example arising in quantum mechanics is the free dynamics

of a particle induced by the Laplacian ´∆, and then the interacting dynamics induced by a

central potential, ´∆` V . Scattering theory gives tools to examine the large time behaviour

of interacting sytems using knowledge of free systems. In a sense, scattering theory is a type

of perturbation theory.

In this paper we will be interested in some fundamentals of Hilbert space scattering theory.

In the first section we will recall some of the basic definitions and concepts associated with the

theory of linear operators on Hilbert spaces. In the second section we will examine two basic

elements of Hilbert space scattering, Cook’s method and the Kato-Birman theory.

2. Linear Operators on Hilbert Spaces

We recall the definitions and elementary theory of linear operators on Hilbert space for

reader convenience and to fix our notation. We follow closely [J], and refer the reader to [J] for

proofs. Let H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces. The inner product of Hi is denoted by x¨, ¨yi. When

the meaning is clear (i.e., there is only one Hilbert space under consideration) we will denote

the inner product by x¨, ¨y (i.e., drop the suffix). In all cases, the inner product is linear wrt

the second variable. Throughout this paper we assume that all Hilbert spaces are separable.

A linear operator A from H1 to H2 is a linear map from a distinguished subspace DpAq of

H1 to H2. DpAq is called the domain of A, and A is called densely defined if DpAq is dense

in H1. If A and B are linear operators, then A`B is defined on DpA`Bq “ DpAq XDpBq.

Similarly, AB is defined on

DpABq “ tψ : ψ P DpBq, Bψ P DpAqu.

B is called an extension of A if DpAq Ď DpBq and Aψ “ Bψ for ψ P DpAq. If B extends A

we write A Ď B.

An operator A is called bounded if DpAq “ H and

}A} :“ sup
}ψ}“1

}Aψ} ă 8.

The set of bounded operators between Hilbert spaces is denoted BpH1,H2q and we also define

BpHq “ BpH,Hq. If A is densely defined and there is a constant C so that }Aψ} ĺ C }ψ}

holds for every ψ P DpAq, then A has a unique extension to an element of BpH1,H2q.
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The graph of A is defined as

ΓpAq :“ tpψ,Aψq : ψ P DpAqu Ď H1 ‘H2.

An operator is called closed if ΓpAq is a closed subset of H1‘H2 in the topologly induced by

the norm pψ,ϕq Ñ xψ,ψyH1
` xϕ,ϕyH2

.

An operator is called closeable if it has a closed extension. If A is closeable, its smallest-

closed extension is called its closure and is denoted by sA. It is an elementary fact [RS1] that

A is closeable iff ĘΓpAq is the graph of a linear operator. In this case, Γp sAq “ ĘΓpAq.

Let A be a closed operator. A subset D Ď DpAq is called a core for A if ĞA æ D “ A.

2.1. Adjoints. We now turn to the task of defining the adjoint, A˚ of a densely defined

linear operator A. In this section and the remainder of this report, we will only consider linear

maps from H to itself. The set of all φ P H for which there exists a ψ P H so that the equality

xAϕ, φy “ xϕ,ψy

holds for every ϕ P H is defined as DpA˚q, and we set A˚φ “ ψ. It is easy to see that A˚ is a

well-defined linear operator. Moreover, we have

Proposition 1. Let A be a densely defined linear operator. Then the adjoint A˚ is closed,

and A is closeable iff DpA˚q is dense, and in this case sA “ A˚˚. Finally, if A is closeable,

then sA˚ “ A˚.

2.2. The spectrum. Let A be a closed densely defined operator. The resolvent set of A is

denoted by ρpAq and is the set of all z P C such that

A´ z : DpAq Ñ H

is a bijection. By the closed graph theorem, pA´ zq´1 P BpHq. The spectrum of A, sppAq is

defined by

sppAq :“ CzρpAq.

2.3. Self-adjoint operators. Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a Hilbert space

H. A is called symmetric if for every φ and ψ in DpAq,

xAφ,ψy “ xφ,Aψy. (1)

Equivalently, A is symmetric if A Ď A˚. Any symmetric operator is closeable, and sA Ď A˚. A

densely defined operator A is called self-adjoint if A “ A˚. A is self-adjoint iff A is symmetric

and DpAq “ DpA˚q. We have the following basic result about self-adjointness:

Proposition 2. Let A be a symmetric operator on H. Then TFAE:

(i) A is self-adjoint.

(ii) A is closed and kerpA˚ ˘ iq “ t0u.

(iii) ranpA˘ iq “ H.

We say that a symmetric operator A is essentially self-adjoint if sA is self-adjoint.

Proposition 3. Let A be a symmetric operator on H. The TFAE:

(i) A is essentially self-adjoint.

(ii) kerpA˚ ˘ iq “ t0u.

(iii) ranpA˘ iq is dense in H.
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2.4. The spectral theorem. In this section we state the basic structural result for self-

adjoint operators. Let ψ P H and A a self-adjoint operator. The cyclic subspace generated

by ψ and A is the closure of the linear span of the vectors

tpA´ zq´1ψ : z P CzRu

We have:

Theorem 1 (Decomposition theorem). Let A be a self-adjoint operator. Then there is a set

of orthonormal vectors tφnu so that

H “ ‘nHn, A “ ‘nA æHn
,

where Hn is the cyclic subspace for φn and A. Each Hn is invariant under A and the subspaces

Hn are mutually orthogonally closed.

The set tφnu and subspaces tHnun is called a cyclic decomposition for A.

A vector ψ P H is called cyclic for A if the cyclic subspace generated by ψ and A is all of

H. We have,

Theorem 2 (Spectral theorem, cyclic case). Let A be a self-adjoint operator, and ψ P H.

Then there is a unique Borel measure, denoted dµψ s.t. µψpRq “ }ψ}2 and

xψ, pA´ zq´1ψy “

ż

R

1

x´ z
dµψpxq

holds for every z P CzR. Moreover, if ψ is cyclic for A, then there is a unitary operator U so

that A is unitarily equivalent to an operator of multiplication by x on L2pR,dµψq.

The two preceding theorems imply

Theorem 3 (Spectral theorem, general case). Let A be a self-adjoint operator and tψnun and

tHnun be a cyclic decomposition for A. Then there is a unitary operator U ,

U : H “ ‘nHn Ñ ‘nL
2pR,dµψn

q

so that A acts by multiplication by x on each L2pR, dµψn
q. Furthermore,

sppAq “
Ğ

ď

n

supp µψn

Let A be a self-adjoint operator and the orthonormal family tψnunPΓ be as in the above

theorem. We define the measure space M and sigma-algebra F as follows. For every n P Γ,

let Rn be a copy of R and let M “
Ť

nPΓ R. Let F be the collection of sets F ĎM such that

F X Rn is Borel for every n P Γ. For F P F , let

µpF q “
ÿ

nPΓ

µψn
pF X Rnq.

By the above theorem, A is unitarily equivalent to an operator of multiplication on L2pM, dµq.

Note that sppAq “ suppµ. Denote by U this unitary operator. Recall that any Borel measure

ν on R has the decomposition

ν “ νac ` νsc ` νpp

where νac is absolutely continuous wrt to Lebesgue measure, νpp is an atomic measure (recall

that an atom of a measure is a singleton txu s.t. νptxuq ą 0 - an atomic measure is a measure

consisting only of atoms), and νsc is supported on a set of Lebesgue measure 0 but has no

atoms. νac{sc{pp is called the absolutely continuous/singular continuous/pure point part of ν.
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Let,

µac{sc{pp “
ÿ

nPΓ

µψn,ac{sc{pp

Then, L2pM,dµq “ L2pM,dµacq ‘ L
2pM, dµscq ‘ L

2pM, dµppq and we define

Hac{sc{pp “ U´1L2pM,dµac{sc{ppq.

These subspaces are invariant under A and are called the absolutely continuous/singular con-

tinuous/pure point spectral subspaces for A. The projection onto this subspace is denoted by

Pac{sc{pppAq. Finally, we set

spac{sc{pppAq “ sppA æ Hac{sc{ppq “
Ğ

ď

nPΓ

supp µψn,ac{sc{pp

2.5. Stone’s theorem. We also require the following theorem which provides a 1-to-1 corre-

spondence between strongly continuous one-parameter unitary groups and self-adjoint opera-

tors on a Hilbert space.

Theorem 4 (Stone’s theorem). Let Uptq be a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group

on a Hilbert space H. That is, tUptqutPR is a family of unitary operators on H satisfying

(i) UptqUpsq “ Upt` sq, for every t, s P R.

(ii) The map tÑ Uptq is strongly continuous.

Then, there is a self-adjoint operator A satisfying eitA “ Uptq. Conversely, for any self-adjoint

operator A, the set teitAutPR is a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group. Moreover,

DpAq is precisely the vectors ψ for which the limits

lim
tÑ0

t´1peitAψ ´ ψq

exist, and the limit equals iAψ.

3. Scattering Theory

In this section, we turn to the main focus of this paper. We discuss briefly quantum

mechanics and then prove some of the fundamentals of Hilbert space scattering theory. We

follow closely [RS3].

A quantum system is described by a Hilbert space of ‘states’ and a unitary group acting on

that Hilbert space which generates the dynamics. Stone’s theorem provides a correspondence

between dynamics and self-adjoint operators on the Hilbert space. We say that the generator

of the dynamics is the Hamiltonian of the system, typically denoted by H.

Scattering theory is typically interested with two sets of dynamics for the same system; a

given, “interacting,” dynamics, given by some Hamiltonian H, and a free dynamics given by a

different Hamiltonian H0. Typically, the interacting dynamics is difficult to solve analytically,

but the free dynamics is “easy” to deal with in some sense, and conserves the momentum of

the individual parts of the system. If the difference between the dynamics is “small” in some

sort of sense (for example, we shall see later that one sense of “small” is that H ´H0 is trace-

class) then information about the behaviour of the system under the free dynamics should

yield information about the system under the interacting dynamics. In this sense, scattering

theory can be viewed as a sort of pertubation theory.

Let H and H0 be the Hamiltonians generating respectively the interacting and free dynamics

on a physical system described by the Hilbert space H. We say that a state ϕ is asymptotically

free in the distant past if there is a state ϕ´ so that

lim
tÑ´8

›

›e´iH0tϕ´ ´ e
´iHtϕ

›

› “ 0. (2)
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Such states are those that, when looking far into the past, are comparable to states evolving

due to the free dynamics. Note that (2) is equivalent to

lim
tÑ´8

›

›eiHte´iH0tϕ´ ´ ϕ
›

› “ 0,

and so the question of determining which states are asymptotically free in the past is reduced

to deciding the existence of strong limits. Similarly, we say that a state ϕ is asymptotically

free in the distant future if there is a state ϕ` so that (2) holds, but with t Ñ 8 instead of

tÑ ´8.

This prompts the following definition: for self-adjoint A and B acting on H, let PacpBq

denote the projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace of B. We say that the gener-

alized wave operators Ω˘pA,Bq exist if the strong limits

Ω˘pA,Bq “ s-lim
tÑ¯8

eiAte´iBtPacpBq (3)

exist. When the meaning is clear we will write Ω˘ for Ω˘pA,Bq. When the generalized wave

operators exist, we define

Hin “ ran Ω`, Hout “ ran Ω´. (4)

For notational convenience, we will sometimes use the convention H` “ Hin and H´ “ Hout.

When the generalized wave operators exist, the states that look asymptotically free in the

distant past/future are the elements of Hin/Hout, and the associated ϕ` is an element of the

absolutely continuous subspace of H0.

The following is a first basic result about wave operators. Recall that a bounded linear

operator U on H is called a partial isometry if }Uψ} “ }ψ} for every ψ P pkerUqK. If U is a

partial isometry, then H can be written as H “ kerU ‘ pkerUqK and H “ ranU ‘ pranUqK,

with U a unitary operator from pkerUqK, which is called the initial subspace of U , to ranU ,

which is called the final subspace of U .

Proposition 4. Suppose that the wave operators exist. Then,

(i) Ω˘ are partial isometries with initial subspace PacpBqH and final subspaces H˘.

(ii) H˘ are invariant subspaces for A and

Ω˘rDpBqs Ď DpAq, AΩ˘pA,Bq “ Ω˘pA,BqB. (5)

(iii) H˘ Ď ranPacpAq.

Proof. For (i), note that obviously pPacHqK Ď ker Ω˘. OTOH, if u P PacH “ ppPacHqKqK
(recall that the range of a bounded linear operator is closed) then

›

›eiAte´iBtPacu
›

› “ }u} for

every t, and so }Ω˘u} “ }u}. This shows that pPacHqK “ ker Ω˘ and that Ω˘ is a partial

isometry. By definition, the final subspace is H˘.

To prove (ii), note that for any s P R, clearly Ω˘ “ eiAsΩ˘e“iBs (since eiBt commutes with

PacpBq, which is, e.g., a corollary of the Borel functional calculus for B). Equivalently,

e´iAsΩ˘ “ Ω˘e´iBs. (6)

(5) is then a consequence of Stone’s theorem and (6). Moreover, (6) shows that H˘ is an

invariant subspace for eiAs, and the invariance for A follows by differentiation.

Lastly, (1) and (2) imply that A æ H˘ is unitarily equivalent to B æ PacpBqH, which proves

(iii) (recalling that the ac/pp/sc parts of the spectrum are preserved under unitaries). �
We have also,

Proposition 5 (Chain rule). If Ω˘pA,Bq and Ω˘pB,Cq exist, then Ω˘pA,Cq exist and

Ω˘pA,Cq “ Ω˘pA,BqΩ˘pB,Cq
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Proof. By Proposition 4(iii), ran Ω˘pB,Cq Ď PacpBq and so

lim
tÑ¯8

›

›p1´ PacpBqqe
itBe´itCPacpCqϕ

›

› “ 0

for any ϕ. Therefore,

eitAe´itCPacpCqϕ “ eitAe´itBPacpBqe
itBe´itCPacpCqϕ

` eitAe´itBp1´ PacpBqqe
itBe´itCPacpCqϕ

converges to Ω˘pA,BqΩ˘pB,Cqϕ as tÑ ¯8. �
If a state looks asymptotically free in the past, we would hope that it would look asymptot-

ically free in the future as well, and vice versa. This notion is captured by the following defini-

tion: we say that the wave operators are weakly asymptotically complete if Hin “ Hout.

Consider a system composed of individual components for which the interaction between

the components falls off whenever the pieces move apart. One expects that states of the system

will either decay into freely moving clusters (e.g., two particles moving away from each other

to infinity) or will remain bound (e.g., two particles orbiting each under due to a mutual

attraction) under the action of the dynamics of the system. In quantum mechanics, the bound

states are the elements of PpppHqH, where PpppHq is the projection onto the pure point part

of the interacting Hamiltonian H (they are called bound because they are invariant under the

dynamics eitH).

The definition making this physical notion precise is the following: we say that the wave

operators Ω˘pA,Bq are asymptotically complete if Hin “ Hout “ pPpppAqq
K. Note that if

the wave operators are asymptotically complete then H “ H˘ ‘ PpppAqH. Asymptotic

completeness implies weak asymptotic completeness.

Sometimes the following definition is useful. If the wave operators Ω˘pA,Bq exist, we say

they are complete if ran Ω` “ ran Ω´ “ ranPacpAq.

It is clear that asymptotic completeness is equivalent to the pair of statements: Ω˘pA,Bq

are complete, and A has no singular continuous spectra.

The existence of the wave operators can be proven in many cases by a general technique

known as Cook’s method, which we will be the next topic of discussion. Under a set of more

stringent conditions, one can prove the stronger result that the wave operators exist and are

complete, using a complex of ideas called the Kato-Birman theory. These results will be

discussed second.

We have the following result about completeness:

Proposition 6. Suppose that the wave operators Ω˘pA,Bq exist. Then they are complete iff

Ω˘pB,Aq exist.

Proof. If both Ω˘pA,Bq and Ω˘pB,Aq, then by Proposition 5,

PacpAq “ Ω˘pA,Aq “ Ω˘pA,BqΩ˘pB,Aq,

and so

PacpAqH Ď ran Ω˘pA,Bq.

The reverse inclusion follows from Proposition 4(iii). For the converse statement, suppose that

Ω˘pA,Bq exist and are complete. Let ϕ P PacpAqH be given. We want to prove the existence

of the limit

lim
tÑ¯8

eitBe´itAϕ. (7)

By the completeness assumption, there is a ψ with ϕ “ Ω˘pA,Bqψ. The vector PacpBqψ is

readily seen to be the limit (7). �
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The above proposition suggests that proving the completeness of the wave operators is no

more difficult than proving existence. However, in applications this is often untrue. Normally

one has explicit formulas for one of the operators (i.e., the H0 describing free dynamics), and

proving the existence of Ω˘pH,H0q is easy while proving the existence of Ω˘pH0, Hq is difficult.

We now present our first existence result:

Theorem 5 (Cook’s method). Let A and B be self-adjoint operators on H and suppose there

is a set D Ď DpBq X PacpBqH which is dense in PacpBqH, such that for any ϕ P D there is a

T0 satisfying, for |t| ą T0,

e´iBtϕ P DpAq (8)

and
ż 8

T0

›

›pB ´AqeiBtϕ
›

›`
›

›pB ´AqeiBt
›

›dt ă 8. (9)

Then Ω˘pA,Bq exist.

Remark. Note that B ´A makes sense in (9) by the assumption (8).

Proof. Fix some ϕ P D, and let fptq “ eiAte´iBtϕ. By Stone’s theorem together with the

assumption that fptq P DpAq X DpBq for t ą T0, we have that fptq is strongly differentiable

for all t ą T0. For t ą s ą T0, we apply the FTC to write,

fptq ´ fpsq “

ż t

s

´ieiAupB ´Aqe´iBuϕdu. (10)

We take the norm on both sides of the equation. Then, (9) implies that fptq is Cauchy, and

so the limit exists and equals

lim
tÑ8

eiAte´iBtPacpBqϕ.

An ε{3 argument extends this to all of PacpBqH, and we define Ω´pA,Bq by setting it 0 on

pPacpBqHqK. The proof for the existence of Ω`pA,Bq is identical. �
We also have the following generalization, which is applicable when B ´ A has “local sin-

gularities.”

Theorem 6 (Kupsch-Sandhas theorem). Let A and B be self-adjoint and suppose there is a

bounded operator χ and a subspace D Ď DpBq X PacpBqH that is dense in PacpBqH, so that

for any ϕ P D there is a T0 so that for |t| ą T0,

p1´ χqe´iBtϕ P DpAq (11)

and
ż 8

T0

›

›Ce´iBtϕ
›

›`
›

›CeiBtϕ
›

› dt ă 8 (12)

where C “ Ap1´ χq ´ p1´ χqB. If also for some n, the operator χpB ` iq´n is compact and

D Ď DpBnq, then Ω˘pA,Bq exist.

Proof. We prove that Ω´pA,Bq exists. The proof for Ω`pA,Bq is identical. For fixed ϕ P D,

consider the function fptq “ eiAtp1´χqe´iBtϕ. The same argument as in the proof of Theorem

5 yields that fptq is Cauchy, and that s-limtÑ8 e
iAtp1 ´ χqe´iBt extends to a bounded linear

operator on PacpBqH. We have only left to prove that eiAtχe´iBtPacpBqH converges strongly

to 0. Clearly, it suffices to prove that χe´iBtϕ converges to 0 for ϕ P D. Since ϕ P DpBnq we

can write

χe´iBtϕ “ χe´iBtpB ` iq´npB ` iqnϕ “ χpB ` iq´ne´iBtpB ` iqnϕ. (13)
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Since pB ` iqnϕ P PacpBqH, the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma implies that e´iBtpB ` iqnϕ con-

verges weakly to 0. Since χpB ` iq´n is compact, the RHS of (13) converges strongly to

0. �
We now turn to the complex of ideas that comprises the Kato-Birman theory. We start

with a definition. Let B be a self-adjoint operator. We denote by MpBq the set of ϕ P H such

that dµϕpλq “ |fpλq|
2dλ (where dµϕ is the spectral measure of ϕ for B) with f P L8pRq. Let

}ϕ}M be the L8 norm of f .

It can be verified that }¨}M is a norm on MpBq. Furthermore, if ψ P PacpBqH, then

dµψpλq “ |fpλq|
2dλ for some f P L2pRq. If fnpλq :“ fpλqχt|f |ĺnupλq, then by DCT fn Ñ f in

L2pRq. Since supp fn Ă supp f Ď spacpBq, there is a ϕn P PacpBqH so that dµϕn “ |fn|
2dλ.

Furthermore ϕn converges to ψ in the usual norm on H, and so MpBq is dense in PacpBqH.

Lemma 1. For any ϕ PMpBq and any ψ P H,
ż

|xψ, e´itBϕy|2dt ĺ 2π }ψ}
2
}ϕ}

2
M (14)

Proof. Let Q be the projection onto the cyclic subspace generated by B and ϕ, and let dµϕ “

|f |2dλ. It is clear that QH is unitarily equivalent to L2pR, |f |2dλq, with ϕ mapping to the

function ϕpλq ” 1 and e´itB acting as multiplication by e´itλ. Let ηpλq be the function in

L2pR, |f |2dλq corresponding to the vector Qψ. We have,

xψ, e´itBϕy “ xψ,Qe´itBϕy “ xQψ, e´itBϕy “

ż

ηpλq|fpλq|2e´itλdλ, (15)

and so by the Plancherel theorem,
ż

|xψ, e´itBϕy|2dt “ 2π

ż

|ηpλq|2|fpλq|4dλ

ĺ 2π }f}8

ż

|ηpλq|2|fpλq|2dλ

“ 2π }ϕ}
2
M }Qψ}

2
ĺ 2π }ϕ}

2
M }ψ}

2
.

�
The correspondence between the unitary group eitB and the Fourier transform also yields

Lemma 2. For any ϕ P PacpBqH, e´itBϕ converges to 0 weakly as tÑ ˘8. As a consequence,

if C is compact, then Ce´itBϕ converges to 0.

Proof. For any ψ P H, (15) (which holds even if ϕ is not in MpBq) gives us that xψ, e´itBϕy

is the Fourier transform of an L1pRq function (recall that f and ηf are both in L2pRq), and

so by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, xψ, e´itBϕy converges to 0 as tÑ ˘8. �
We now prove,

Theorem 7 (Pearson’s theorem). Let A and B be self-adjoint and J a bounded operator.

Suppose that there is a trace-class operator C so that C “ AJ ´ JB, in the sense that for

every ϕ P DpAq and ψ P DpBq, C satisfies

xϕ,Cψy “ xAϕ, Jψy ´ xψ, JBψy. (16)

Note that since DpAq and DpBq are dense, this defines C uniquely. Then the strong limits

Ω˘pA,B; Jq :“ s-lim
tÑ8

eiAtJe´iBtPacpBq

exist.

Remark. Note that (16) implies that C˚ “ J˚A´BJ˚ (in the same sense) and that JDpBq Ď

DpA˚q “ DpAq and J˚DpAq Ď DpB˚q “ DpBq.
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Proof. Let W ptq “ eiAtJe´iBt and consider the case tÑ8. It suffices to prove that

lim
tăs,tÑ8

}pW ptq ´W psqqϕ}
2
“ 0 (17)

for every ϕ PMpBq. Let

FabpXq “

ż b

a

eiBtXe´iBtdt. (18)

We first show that

W ptq˚W psq ´ eiaBW ptq˚W psqe´isB “ F0apY pt, sqq (19)

where,

Y pt, sq “ ´ireitBJ˚e´ipt´sqACe´isB ´ eitBC˚e´ipt´sqAJe´isBs. (20)

To prove (19), it suffices to consider the matrix elements of both sides, with respect to two

vectors in DpBq. So, fix ϕ and ψ in DpBq and let

Qpbq “ xψ, eibBW ptq˚W psqe´ibBϕy

“ xW ptqe´ibBψ,W psqe´ibBϕy.

Since DpBq is preserved under the unitary group eitB , Qpbq is differentiable and

d

db
Qpbq

“ irxeiAtJBe´iBte´ibBϕ, eiAsJe´iBse´ibBϕy ´ xeiAtJe´iBte´ibBϕ, eiAsJBe´iBse´ibBϕys

“ irxBe´iBte´ibBϕ, J˚e´iAteiAsJe´iBse´ibBϕy ´ xe´iAseiAtJe´iBte´ibBϕ, JBe´iBse´ibBϕys

(21)

By the Remark after the theorem, the equalities

xBe´iBte´ibBϕ, J˚e´iAteiAsJe´iBse´ibBϕy “ xe´iBte´ibBϕ, J˚Ae´iAteiAsJe´iBse´ibBϕy

´ xe´iBte´ibBϕ,C˚e´iAteiAsJe´iBse´ibBϕy,

and

xe´iAseiAtJe´iBte´ibBϕ, JBe´iBse´ibBϕy “ xAe´iAseiAtJe´iBte´ibBϕ, Je´iBse´ibBϕy

´ xe´iAseiAtJe´iBte´ibBϕ,Ce´iBse´ibBϕy

are justified. Substituting these two equalities into (21) yields,

d

db
Qpbq “ ´xψ, eibBY pt, sqe´ibBϕy.

Integrating from 0 to a proves (19).

For fixed t and s and ψ P DpAq, ϕ P DpBq, the formula

xψ, pW ptq ´W psqqψy “ i

ż t

s

xψ, eiuACe´iuBϕydu

holds, and so by density of DpBq in H it follows that W ptq ´W psq is compact. By Lemma 2,

lim
aÑ8

eiaBW ptq˚pW ptq ´W psqqe´iaBϕ “ 0, (22)

for any ϕ PMpBq. By (19). It then follows immediately that for any ϕ PMpBq,

xϕ,W ptq˚pW ptq ´W psqqϕy “ lim
aÑ8

xϕ, F0apY pt, tq ´ Y pt, sqqϕy. (23)
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Since C is trace class, we can write

C “
8
ÿ

n“1

λnxϕn, ¨yψn

where the ϕn’s and the ψn’s are orthonormal, the λn’s are all strictly positive and
ř

λn “

}C}1 ă 8, where }¨}1 is the trace norm. We apply this to derive, for any bounded operator X

and a ą 0,

|xϕ, F0ape
iuBXCe´iuBqϕy| ĺ

ÿ

n

λn

ż a`u

u

|xe´ixBϕ,Xψnyxψn, e
´ixBϕy|dx

ĺ
ÿ

n

λn

„
ż u`a

u

|xe´ixBϕ,Xψny|
2dx

1{2 „ż u`a

u

|xψn, e
´ixBϕy|2dx

1{2

ĺ

«

ÿ

n

λn

ż 8

´8

|xXψn, e
´ixBϕy|2dx

ff1{2 «
ÿ

n

λn

ż 8

u

|xψn, e
´ixBϕy|2dx

ff1{2

ĺ p2π }C}1q
1{2 }X} }ψ}M

«

ÿ

n

λn

ż 8

u

|xψn, e
´ixBϕy|2dx

ff1{2

The first inequality follows from our expansion for C. The second and third inequalities

are Cauchy-Schwartz, and the last is Lemma 1. Clearly the same inequality holds if XC is

substituted with C˚X. This, together with (23) yield,

}pW ptq ´W psqqϕ}
2
ĺ 8p2π }C}1q

1{2 }ϕ}M }J}

«

ÿ

n

λn

ż 8

mintt,su

|xψn, e
´ixBϕy|2dx

ff1{2

. (24)

One corollary of the above inequality, which we record here for later use, is (using Lemma 1),

}pW ptq ´W psqqϕ}
2
ĺ 16π }C}1 }ϕ}

2
M }J} . (25)

Finally, Lemma 1 gives us that the function x Ñ
ř

n λn|xψn, e
´ixBϕy|2 is in L1pRq, and so

(17), and therefore the theorem, follows. �
Taking s “ 0 and tÑ ˘8 in (27) yields

Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7,
›

›Ω˘pA,B; Jq ´ J
›

›

2
ĺ 16π }C}1 }ϕ}

2
M }J} , (26)

for ϕ PMpBq.

Note that C “ AJ ´ JB also implies C˚ “ J˚A´BJ˚ (in the sense of Theorem 7), and so

both s-lim eiAtJe´iBtPacpBq and s-lim eitBJ˚e´itAPacpAq exist. For general J , this does not

imply completeness of either strong limit. However, if J “ 1, then we can apply Proposition

6 to conclude

Theorem 8 (Kato-Rosenblum theorem). If A and B are self-adjoint and A´B is trace-class

(in the sense of Theorem 7) then Ω˘pA,Bq exist and are complete.

Remark. It follows that DpAq “ DpBq.

We also have,

Proposition 7. Let tAnu
8
n“1, A and B be self-adjoint operators.Suppose that the wave op-

erators Ω˘pA,Bqexist and that each An ´ A is trace class in the sense of Theorem 7 with

}An ´A}1 Ñ 0 as nÑ8. Then, for every n, the wave operators Ω˘pAn, Bq exist and

Ω˘pA,Bq “ s-lim
nÑ8

Ω˘pAn, Bq.
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If in addition, Ω˘pB,Aq exist then for every n the wave operators Ω˘pB,Anq exist and

Ω˘pB,Aqϕ “ lim
nÑ8

Ω˘pB,Anqϕ

for every ϕ P ranPacpAq.

Proof. By Proposition 5 and Theorem 8, Ω˘pAn, Bq “ Ω˘pAn, AqΩ
˘pA,Bq for every n. To

prove the first claim it suffices to prove

s-lim
nÑ8

Ω˘pAn, Aq “ PacpAq. (27)

This follows immediately from Corollary 1, for if ϕ PMpAq,
›

›pΩ˘pAn, Aq ´ Pacqϕ
›

› “
›

›pΩ˘pAn, Aq ´ 1qϕ
›

› ĺ 16π }An ´A}1 }ϕ}
2
M ,

which goes to 0 as n Ñ 8. Since Ω˘pAn, Aq is 0 on pPacpAqHqK and MpAq is dense in

PacpAqH, we conclude (27).

Again by Proposition 5 and Theorem 8, Ω˘pB,Anq “ Ω˘pB,AqΩ˘pA,Anq so to prove the

second claim it suffices to prove

lim
nÑ8

Ω˘pA,Anqϕ “ ϕ (28)

for any ϕ P ranPacpAq. Let ϕn “ Ω˘pAn, Aqϕ. By (27), }ϕn ´ ϕ} Ñ 0, and so

lim
nÑ8

›

›Ω˘pA,Anqpϕn ´ ϕq
›

› “ 0.

Since Ω˘pA,Anqϕn “ Ω˘pA,AnqΩ
˘pAn, Aqϕ “ PacpAqϕ “ ϕ, this yields (31). �

While Theorem 8 is quite general it is not always useful. In quantum mechanics, A ´ B

may not even be bounded. We require some generalizations.

Theorem 9 (Kuroda-Birman theorem). Let A and B be self-adjoint operators with pA`iq´1´

pB ` iq´1 trace-class. Then the wave operators Ω˘pA,Bq exist and are complete.

Proof. Let J “ pA` iq´1pB ` iq´1. For ψ P DpAq and ϕ P DpBq,

xAψ, Jϕy ´ xψ, JBϕy “ xψ, ppB ` iq´1 ´ pA` iq´1qϕy, (29)

i.e., AJ´JB “ pB` iq´1´pA` iq´1 in the sense of Theorem 7 and since the RHS is trace-class

by assumption, we conclude that

s-lim
tÑ˘8

eiAtpA` iq´1pB ` iq´1e´iBtPacpBq

exist. Any vector ϕ P DpBq we have,

eiAtpA` iq´1e´iBtPacϕ “ eiAtpA` iq´1pB ` iq´1e´iBtPacpBqpB ` iqϕ

and so we conclude that the limits t Ñ ˘8 on the LHS exist for every ϕ P DpBq, and so by

density we conclude that the strong limits

s-lim
tÑ8

eiAtpA` iq´1e´iBtPacpBq.

exist. Since pA` iq´1 ´ pB ` iq´1 is compact, we by Lemma 2,

s-lim
tÑ˘8

ppA` iq´1 ´ pB ` iq´1qe´iBtPacpBq “ 0.

It follows that

s-lim
tÑ˘8

eiAtpB ` iq´1e´iBtPacpBq

exists. Now,

eiAte´iBtPacpBqϕ “ eiAtpB ` iq´1e´iBtPacpBqpB ` iqϕ (30)
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for ϕ P DpBq, and so we conclude that Ω˘pA,Bq exist. By symmetry, Ω˘pB,Aq exist and the

proof is complete. �
We require the following definition. Let A and B be self-adjoint. We say that A is sub-

ordinate to B if there are continuous functions f and g on R with fpxq ľ 1 and gpxq ľ 1

and

lim
|x|Ñ8

fpxq “ 8

so that DpgpBqq Ď DpfpAqq with fpAqgpBq´1 bounded. If A is subordinate to B and B is

subordinate to A, we say that A and B are mutually subordinate.

This condition is very weak. For example, if DpAq “ DpBq, then A and B are mutually

subordinate. For this, consider fpxq “ gpxq “ 1` |x|. Then gpBq´1H Ď DpAq and so by the

closed graph theorem, fpAqgpBq´1 is bounded, and vice versa.

Theorem 10 (Birman’s theorem). Suppose that A and B are self adjoint with spectral pro-

jections EΩpAq and EΩpBq respectively, for Ω Borel. Assume that

(i) EIpAqpA´BqEIpBq is trace-class for every bounded interval I.

(ii) A and B are mutually subordinate.

Then the wave operators Ω˘pA,Bq exist and are complete.

Proof. By the symmetry on the hypotheses and Proposition 6, it suffices to show that Ω˘pA,Bq

exist. Let EapCq :“ Ep´a,aqpCq and E1apCq :“ Ep´8,asYra,8qpCq where C is A or B. If

J “ EapAqEbpBq, then J is trace-class by hypothesis. Therefore,

s-lim
tÑ˘8

eiAtEapAqEbpBqe
´iBtPacpBq

exist by Theorem 7. The set
ď

aą0

ranEapBq

is dense in H. Let ϕ be an element of this set, i.e., ϕ P ranEa0pBq for some a0 ą 0. For a ą a0

we have that

lim
tÑ˘8

eiAtEapAqe
´iBtPacpBqϕ

exists. Therefore, to conlude the theorem we need only show

lim
aÑ8

„

sup
t

›

›E1apAqe
´iBtPacpBqϕ

›

›



“ 0. (31)

Let f and g be the functions guaranteed by the condition that A is subordinate to B. Let

F paq “ inf |x|ľa fpxq. Then F paq Ñ 8 as aÑ8. Therefore,
›

›E1apAqe
´iBtPacpBqϕ

›

› ĺ F paq´1
›

›fpAqE1apAqe
´iBtPacpBqϕ

›

›

ĺ F paq´1
›

›fpAqE1apAqgpBq
´1

›

›

›

›gpBqe´iBtϕ
›

›

ĺ F paq´1
›

›fpAqgpBq´1
›

›

«

sup
|x|ĺa0

|gpxq|

ff

}ϕ}

from which we conclude (31). In the last inequality we have used fpAqE1apAq “ E1apAqfpAq. �
Numerous other conditions on A and B arise in applications that have not been covered by

the above results. For example if A and B are positive operators and A2´B2 is trace-class, is

it true that Ω˘pA,Bq exist? Or for A “ ´∆` V and B “ ´∆ (on Rn), pA` iq´1 ´ pB ` iq´1

is not trace-class for any nontrivial potential V for n ľ 4. But for large E and k, pA`Eq´k´

pB ` Eq´k for certain potentials V . Does this imply existence of the wave operators?
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We turn now to an abstract theorem which will allow us to address these questions. We

first require the following notion: a function ϕ on T , with T an open subset of R is said to be

admissable if T “
ŤN
n“1 In where the In are finite disjoint open intervals, N infinite or finite

and

(i) The distributional derivative ϕ2 is an L1 function on every compact subinterval of T ,

(ii) On each In, ϕ1 is either strictly positive or strictly negative.

As a consequence of (i), ϕ is C1 on compact subintervals of each In.

Example. Let T “ p0,8q. The function ϕpxq “ x1{2 is admissible. Note that if A2 “ A1 and

B2 “ B1, then as long as A and B are positive, then A “ ϕpA1q and B “ ϕpB1q, and A1´B1

is trace-class if A2 ´B2 is trace-class.

Example. If T “ p0,8q, then ϕpxq “ x´1{n ´ a is admissible. Let A and B be self-adjoint

satisfying A ą ´a and B ą ´a. Let A1 “ pA` aq
´n and B1 “ pB ` aq

´n. Then A “ ϕpA1q,

B “ ϕpB1q and A1 ´B1 is trace-class if pA` aq´n ´ pB ` aq´n is trace-class.

The notion of admissibility is useful as the following theorem shows:

Theorem 11. Let ϕ be an admissible function an open set T . Suppose that A and B are

self-adjoint operators with σpAq, σpBq Ď sT and that at each boundary point of T either ϕ has

a finite limit, or both A and B do not have point spectrum at that point. Suppose that A´B

is trace-class. Then Ω˘pϕpAq, ϕpBqq exist, are complete and

Ω˘pϕpAq, ϕpBqq “ Ω˘pA,BqET1
pBq ` Ω¯pA,BqET2

pBq

where T1 (resp., T2) is the union of those intervals where ϕ1 ą 0 (resp., ϕ1 ă 0 ).

As a consequence of this theorem and the two examples above, we have immediately the

following corollaries.

Corollary 2. If A and B are positive operators with A2´B2 trace-class, then Ω˘pA,Bq exist

and are complete.

Corollary 3. If A and B are positive operators with pA2` 1q´1´pB2` 1q´1 trace-class then

Ω˘pA,Bq exist and are complete.

Corollary 4. If A and B are self-adjoint operators with A,B ľ ´a` 1 and pA`aq´k´pB`

aq´k trace-class, then Ω˘pA,Bq exist and are complete.

We require the following lemma for the proof of Theorem 11.

Lemma 3. Let ϕ be an admissible function. Then,

(i) If Y Ă R has Lebesgue measure 0 than so do ϕrY X T s and ϕ´1rY s.

(ii) For any w P L2pInq with ϕ1 ą 0 on In,

lim
sÑ8

ż 8

0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

´

88eiptλ`sϕpλqqwpλqdλ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

dt “ 0. (32)

If ϕ1 ă 0 on In, then the limit sÑ8 is replaced with sÑ ´8.

Proof. (i) is an easy consequence of the fact that ϕ is strictly monotone on each In. We will

prove (ii) in the case that φ;ą 0 on In. The other case is similar. Since

p2πq´1{2

ż

R
eiptλ`sϕpλqqwpλqdλ

is the inverse Fourier transform of eisϕpλqwpλq we have

2π }w}
2
ľ

ż 8

0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż 8

´8

eiptλ`sϕpλqqwpλqdλ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

dt.
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It follows that we need only prove (32) for w the characteristic function of some ra, bs Ď In.

Since ϕ is C1 on ra, bs we have infra,bs ϕ
1 “ γ ą 0. We have for t ą 0 and s ą 0,

e´iptλ`sϕpλqq “ ipt` sϕ1pλqq´1 d

dλ
pe´iptλ`sϕpλqqq.

And so,
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż b

a

e´ipt`sϕpλqqdλ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż b

a

pt` sϕ1pλqq´1 d

dλ
e´iptλ`sϕpλqqdλ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ĺ pt` sϕ1pbqq´1 ` pt` sϕ1paqq´1 ` pt` sγq´2s

ż b

a

|ϕ2pλq|2dλ.

Above, we have used integration by parts. This function is in L2p0,8q and goes to 0 as sÑ8

by DCT. �
The proof of Lemma 3 as gives us,

Corollary 5. (32) also holds if the ´i in the exponential is changed to `i and the limit

sÑ ˘8 is changed to sÑ ¯8.

Proof of Theorem 11. Let C “ A´B “
ř

λnxψn, ¨yψn and let

η P ranEInpBq XMpBq.

The proof of Theorem 7, specifically taking s “ 0 in (24), yields

›

›

›
pΩ´pA,Bq ´ 1qe´iϕpBqsη

›

›

›

2

ĺ c

«

ÿ

n

|λn|

ż 8

0

xψn, e
´iBt´iϕpBqsηy|2dt

ff1{2

(33)

for some constant c (note that c includes the norm
›

›e´isϕpBqη
›

›

M “ }η}M which does not

depend on s since ϕ is real valued.) Lemma 3(2) implies that each of the integrals on the RHS

of (34) goes to 0 as sÑ 8 (resp., sÑ ´8) if ϕ1 ą 0 (resp., ϕ1 ă 0) on In. Lemma 1 implies

that each integral is bounded by 2π }ψn}
2
}η}M for every s. Since

ř

|λn| }ψn}
2
“ }C}1 ă 8,

we have, by DCT for sums, that the RHS of (34) goes to 0 for s Ñ ˘8. Proposition 4 tells

us that AΩ˘pA,Bq “ Ω˘pA,BqB and so it is a consequence of the Borel functional calculus

that e´iϕpAqsΩ˘pA,Bq “ Ω˘pA,Bqe´iϕpBqs. We have therefore derived,

lim
sÑ8

eiϕpAqse´iϕpBqsη “ Ω´pA,Bqη

if ϕ1 ą 0, and then the same thing with the limit s Ñ 8 replaced by s Ñ ´8 if ϕ1 ă 0.

If we repeat the same proof as above, but replace the usage of the inequality (24) with the

corresponding inequality for Ω`pA,Bq and the use of Lemma 3(ii) with Corollary 5, we obtain

lim
sÑ8

eiϕpAqse´iϕpBqsη “ Ω`pA,Bqη

for ϕ1 ă 0, and then the same thing with the limit replaced by sÑ ´8 if ϕ1 ą 0. Lemma 3(i)

and the additional hypotheses on sppBq and ϕ (i.e., with regards to the boundary points

of T ) guarantee that PacpϕpBqq “ PacpBq and so we conclude that the wave operators

Ω˘pϕpAq, ϕpBqq exist. By symmetry, Ω˘pϕpBq, ϕpAqq exist and we conclude the theorem. �

Remark. The hypothesis that A ´ B is trace-class can be replaced by either the hypotheses

of Birman’s theorem or those of the Kuroda-Birman theorem. The proofs proceed by proving

the analog of Pearson’s theorem under this general set-up; that if AJ ´JB is trace-class, then

the strong limits

s-lim
tÑ˘8

eiϕpAqtJe´iϕpBqtPacpϕpBqq

exist. One then uses the same J ’s as used in the proofs of those two theorems.
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Let us conclude with the following result about the scattering theory of Schrödinger oper-

ators.

Theorem 12 (Cook-Hack theorem). Let V P L2pR3q ` LrpR3q where r ă 3. Let H0 “ ´∆

and H “ ´∆` V . Then Ω˘pH,H0q exist.

Proof. Fix γ ą 0 and let

ϕγpxq “ γ3{4e´
1
2γx

2

.

The Fourier transform of ϕγ is ϕ̂γppq “ Ce´
1
2p

2
{γ for some constant C, so pe´itH0ϕγq

^ “

Ce´
1
2p

2
{γptq where γptq´1 “ γ´1´ 2it. The constant can be evaluted using

›

›e´itH0ϕγ
›

› “ }ϕγ}.

One obtains

pe´itH0ϕγqpxq “ αptq3{4e´
1
2 rαptq`iβptqsx2

(34)

where αptq “ γp1 ` 4t2γ2q´1 for some suitable real-valued βptq. From (34) it is easy to see

that, for k ą 0
›

›p1` |x|qke´itH0ϕγ
›

›

8
ĺ cγp1` |t|q

´3{2`k. (35)

Indeed, differentiating the function, for r ą 0,

p1` rqke´
1
2αptqr

2

one finds that the supremum of the function on the LHS of (35) is attained when |x| satisfies

k

|x|p1` |x|q
“

γ

1` 4t2γ2
.

For large t, |x| „ t, and so (35) follows.

We conclude from (35) that
›

›V e´itH0ϕγ
›

›

2
ĺ c

›

›p1` |x|q´kV
›

›

2
p1` |t|q´3{2`k ĺ c1p}V2}2 ` }Vr}rqp1` |t|q

´3{2`k

where V “ V2 ` Vr P L
2 ` Lr, and r´1 “ 1

2 ` k{p3 ` εq for some ε ą 0. This is a result of

Hölder’s inequality and the fact that p1` |x|q´k is in Lm for m ą 3k´1. Since r ă 3, we can

take k ă 1{2 and conclude that
ż

›

›V e´itH0ϕγ
›

›

2
dt ă γ.

Since linear combinations of translations of ϕγ ’s with γ ą 0 are dense in L2pR3q and H0 “

´∆ has purely absolutely continuous spectra, we conclude from Theorem 5 that Ω˘pH,H0q

exist. �
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